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Tradiionally, merchants have had relaionships 
with merchant acquirers, which are typically 
banks or bank-sponsored irms such as 
independent sales organizaions (ISOs) that 
specialize in ofering payment acceptance 
services. Acquirers receive the merchant’s card 
transacions, pass them to the appropriate card 
networks for processing and facilitate setlement 
of transacions between the merchants and the 
card-issuing banks.

In the PF model,  an integrated sotware vendor 
(ISV) establishes a payment acceptance account 
with an acquirer and then uses this account 
to accept payments on behalf of its clients, 
who are referred to as submerchants. The PF’s 
submerchants use the PF’s merchant account and 
already-established acquirer relaionship to send 
transacions to the card networks.

ISVs that outsource payments to a third-party 
service provider miss out on the PF opportunity, 
handing over signiicant revenue from their 

clients’ payment transacions to another 
company and giving up control in the process.

The beneit to an ISV of becoming a PF is 
delivering a merchant payment soluion that is 
highly integrated with its sotware, difereniaing 
itself to its clients while generaing signiicant 
new revenue streams. 

Over the last 15 years, several well-known 
companies have proven that the PF model is 
efecive. Examples include Adyen, PayPal, 
Square, and Stripe, which collecively process 
hundreds of billions of dollars in gross payment 
volume (GPV) annually. 

There is a massive addiional opportunity above 
and beyond what these companies have already 
achieved.

8 Steps to 
Payment 
Facilitator 
Success

The B2B sotware industry 
is discovering new ways to 
improve and moneize its 

services — adding millions in 
new revenue — by becoming 

payment facilitators (PFs).
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About Ininicept

Ininicept is a technology company focused on providing an innovaive, turnkey payments 
plaform for payment facilitators. The system, colloquially called Payment Facilitator 
in a Box™, is a fully integrated suite of components that make it possible for Payment 
Facilitators to get up and running in weeks, not years. 

The plaform includes fricionless merchant acceptance, underwriing, boarding and back 
oice operaions for the payment facilitator marketplace that is expected to top $4.4 
billion by 2021. The plaform is a series of automated modules that can be adapted to 
any verical market. Its unique, agnosic framework allows payment facilitators to easily 
integrate their plaform with any sponsor, processor, gateway and CRM without staring 
from scratch.
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How Do You Get Started? 
1 Opportunity Analysis
 Evaluate whether the payment facilitator   
 model is the right business strategy for you.

2 Build a Business Case
 Do your research and understand the 
 potenial inancial gain (residual value over 
 ime vs. referral fees).

3 Communicate the 
 Earnings Potenial
 Once you understand the inancial gains, 
 make sure your execuive team is on board. 

4 Deine Policies and Procedures
 You must develop and implement 
 underwriing and  risk-monitoring policies 
 and procedures that take into account 
 muliple factors – including risk tolerance, key 
 markets, business goals and more.

5 Develop Pricing Strategies
 Make sure your pricing strategies align with 
 your business strategy and the markets you 
 serve.

6 Implement Operaional Tools
 and Best Pracices
 Ensure you’re working with industry leaders 
 that can provide you the tools and best 
 pracices for success.

7 Deine Go-To Market Strategies
 Determine the most efecive way to get 
 your sales and operaional teams up quickly 
 and eiciently.

8 Ensure Card Scheme Compliance
 Verify you have the right systems, policies 
 and procedures in place to limit fraud so you 
 can keep your focus where it needs to be – 
 on your business.
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